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PREFACE 

The environmental literature recognizes the importance of involving multiple 
stakeholders in the environmental policy development process. Stakeholders 
include a diverse set of individuals and organizations-local citizens and com
munity groups, consumers, environmental groups, industry; individual com
panies, shareholders, all levels of government and tribes, etc. In turn, each of 
these will have various perspectives on environmental risk, priorities, costs and 
benefits, etc. 

One area of environmental policy that has not received a lot of emphasis in the 
past is technology innovation. Because of this, there is limited information on 
how one of these key stakeholders, industry, views environmental research and 
technology innovation. This report summarizes information about the 
following: · 

• How research-intensive companies are rethinking inv,.stments in environ
mental technologies; where these companies are likely to invest, where they 
will not invest, and where opportunities for public-private sector partner
ships are; and 

• What federal policies the case-study companies would like to see to pro-. 
mote investments in environmental research and technology; 

The work was sponsored by both the Environment and Technology Divisions of 
the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. 

The information contained in this summary is based on a series of interviews 
with senior environmental research and technology managers and environ
mental, health, and safety personnel in four research-intensive companies. The 
complete report that presents more detail on the results and the case studies of 
the companies is Technology Forces at Work: Profiles of Environmental R&D at 
DuPont, Intel, Monsanto, and Xerox, MR-1068-0STP, 1999, by Susan Resetar 
with Beth Lachman, Robert Lempert, and Monica Pinto. The results of this· 
study should be useful for federal, state, local, and tribal environmental and 
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iv Tecl:mology Forces at Work: Executive Summary 

R&D policymakers and scientists; industrial managers and planners; and 
university researchers. 

Originally created by Congress in 1991 as the Critical Technologies Institute and 
renamed in 1998, the Science and Technology Policy Institute is a federally 
funded research and development center sponsored by the National Science 
Foundation and managed by RAND. The institute's mission is to help improve 
public policy by conducting objective, independent research and analysis on 
policy issues that involve science and technology. To this end, the institute 

• supports the Office of Science and Technology Policy and other Executive 
Branch agencies, offices, and councils 

• helps science and technology decisionmakers understand the likely conse
quences of their decisions and choose among a!temative policies 

• helps improve understanding in both the public and private sectors of the 
ways in which science and teclmology can better setve national objectives. 

Science and Technology Policy Institute research focuses on problems of s-ci
ence and technology policy that involve multiple agencies. In carrying out its 
mission the institute consults broadly with representatives from private indus
try, institutions of higher education, and other nonprofit institutions. 

This report is also available thrm:.gh RAND's web site. Inquiri~s regarding the 
Science and Technology Policy Insti<ute or this document may he directed to: 

Bruce Don 
Director, Science and Technology Policy Institute 
RAND 
1333 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
Phone: (202) 296-5000 
Web: http://www.rand.org/centers/stpi/ 
Email: stpi@rand.org 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In the United States, it takes 12.2 acres to supply the average person's 
basic needs; in the Netherlands, 8 acres; in India, 1 acre; ... [l)f the 
entire world lived like North Americans, it would take three planet . 
Earths to support the presentworld population. (Emphasis added.) 

-Donella Meadows (1996). 

INTRODUCTION 

The quotation above underlines the need to maintain economic growth without 
increasing-and preferably decreasing-the material and energy resources 
needed to achieve that growth. The world's population is increasing; its mate· 
rial and energy resources are not. Needed are new techniques that enable 
development without increased demand for those resources. In addition, new 
cost-competitive techniques to realize environmental benefits will help our 
industries remain competitive in the global marketplace. 

Environmental technologies "advance sustainable development by reducing 
risk (of human health or environmental harm], enhancing cost-effectiveness (of 
achieving a level of environmental protection], improving process efficiency, 
and creating environmentally beneficial or benign products and processes." 
(NSTC, 1994, p. 9.)1 While these technologies are not sufficient in themselves to 
achieve economic growth and improved quality of life without using more 
energy and material resources, they are necessary because. the, improvements 
·win not occur without them. New technologies. can potentially provide lowe::·. 
cost means for achieving a given level of environmental protection.• Thus every· 
one has a stake in fostering innovative environmental technologies., Unfortu· 
nately, past federal environmental policy did not emphasize technological 
innovation as a way to achieve better environmental performance at lower cost. 

l ' ·~ ... 

lnrackets are added clarifications. ·~sustainable d~velopment" r~f~rs to ~1}~ ~~ed to aliQ~~ growth 
while balancing economic1 environmental, and social needs now and in the future. 

I 



2 Technology Forces at Work 

(OTA, 1994; EPA, 1992; EPA, 1993.) Furthermore, environmental policy did not 
necessarily accommodate differen~:es in firms' behaviors toward environmental 
issues-one policy fit all (Rcjeski, 1997). As a res:.tlt of this simplification, the 
government does not ku"ow much about how a key environmental 
stakeholder-industry-views environmental research and technology inno
vation.2 

This lack of information is regrettable, because industry not only provides the 
goods and services that have an enormous effect on the environment, but it also 
offers a tremendous resource for developing new environmental technologies. 
Industry is a font of talent, has access to even more, and funds about two-thirds 
of all research and development (R&D) performed in this country, outspending 
the federal government by $2 to every $1. However, as in the federal govern
ment, its R&D budgets are under pressure, albeit for different reasons. To 
retain a place in the fiercely competitive global market, firms must keep costs as 
low as possible, and R&D budgets do not escape cost scrutiny. Thus, it is 
important that R&D dollars get spent as effectively as possible. 

The federal government has an opportunity to advance its own environmental 
goals by complementing the work of U.S. industry. However, to do so, federal 
policymakers must understand what environmental technologies industry 
invests in now, what it will invest in tomorrow, and why It makes theseinvest
ments. A clear understanding in these areas will enable policymakers to guide 
~ederal spending, assist in deciding which public-private partnerships to form, 
and craft policies that stimulate the most: effective environmental technology 
R&D in industry. . · 

THIS STUDY: WHAT IT DOES AND HOW 

This report attempts to fill in pa1t of the information gap and increase policy .. 
makers' understanding of these issues by illuminating emerging environmental 
technology R&D trends in a limited number of lndustri~:l s·ectors. · The study 
addresses two major research issues. First, it addresses how research-intensive 
companies are rethinking investments in emironmental !echnologi•%; where 
these companies are likely to ·invest, where they l\ill not invest, ami where 
opportunities for public-private patinemh,ips ~re. Second, it inquires into what 
federal policies the case'study compai1ies would like to see to .promote, 
investments in environmental1·esearch and technology. 

2The Jist of potential stakeholders includes a diverse set of individuals and organizations-local cit
izens and community groups, consumers, environmental groups, industry, individual companies, 
shareholders, and a1l1evels of government and tribes. In turn, each of ~se will have various per-
spectives on environmental risk, primitics, c<Jsts 2nd be::1e.fits, .etc. · 
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Ultimately, this information Inay help improve the federal R&D policies that 
promote environmental technologies. The many policy choices include direct 
federal investment, public-private research partnerships, federal support for 
high-risk technology demonstrations, use of federal laboratories' capabilities 
and resources, research and experimentation tax credits, and federal-state col
laboration on research efforts. Other policies that influence environmental 
technology R&D investments include environmental regulations, product lia
bility laws, green labeling programs, federal anJ state procurement criteria, 
foreign aid and technology assistance, education and Uaining investments, and 
·programs to collect and disseminate environmental information,3 

To carry out this research, we performed four case studies of firms in different 
industries. The four companies identified as leaders in quality. R&D processes 
and the treatment of environmental issues were DuPont, Monsanto, Intel, and 
Xerox. 4 These are large, multinational manufacturing organizations with sig
nificant R&D investments that reprtlsent the chemicals, biotechnology, .and 
electronics sectors.s 

Each company interviewed has some level of experience with a range of federal 
programs-notably the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) Remedi~ 
ation Technologies Development Forum, the Department of Energy's (DoE'sr 
Industries of the Future Program, the Department of Commerce's (DoC's) 
Advanced Technology Partnerships, cooperative ·R&D agreements with federal 
laboratories, and the EPA's regulatory reinvention Project eXcellence and Lead
ership (Project XL). 

OBSERVATIONS 

We have identified 10 primary messages in two broad categories. The first set of 
observations covers environmental technology investments in the case-study 
companies. The second category of observations discusses the kinds of federal 
policies that can potentially be employed to stimulate these investments. Our 

3-rhis is not an exhaustive list of potential fedinal polJcy tools, but lt do~& provide an illustrative 
overview. For more specifics on federal policks, dee NS'fC (1994) or OTA (199~;:~-

4Leaders were identified by reviewing tnC:ntions in the- R&D and euvirOmncntal literatures ':'ll 
innovativeness, reputation, and-quali":.y management proc_esses; participation i~. voliJntacy. pro
grams and environmental management initiatives; and environmental and management award
winners combined with the subjective judgment (If se~e.::t industty expSlttl. ·,\t i:his'thn~ there is H!J 
method to rigorously and irrefutaNJ ~uautlf} c!e&r cor.Mn:n.ts· on who. !e. '~r.ha.~.mtde(~,-blJt. t,•v~se 
companies are among those with a novel perspective. · 
5These sectors were chosen somewhat arbitrarily based on interest from an ad hoc Working group 
of government personnel and a qualitative ~ssE'sr.ment that the ~echnolo~cal m1turlty and e_nvi-
ronmental issues among these sectors were_ different. · · · 
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observations are based on the interviews·and the )jteratqre combin.ed with our 
judgment. 

Regarding Environmental Technology Investments · 

Investments in Environmental Technology • R&D: Are Sqbstantial Bpt 
Unquantlfled. The case studies suggest that investments in. all categories of 
environmental technologies are "large,'' but only one quantitative estimate of 
"large" was provided. A couple of published estimates range from 1 percent to 
13 percent of all R&D is devoted to pollution-control devices (one category of all .. 
environmental technology). While another estimates that 50 percent of R&D 
has an .environmental, health, and safety component. These estimates were' 
calculated in different time periods, employ different definitions of environ
mental technology, and were based on different samples. 

Systematically Collected Quantitative Data on Industrial Investments in Envi
ronmental Technology R&D Will Improve Pollcymaking. Without system
atically collected quantitative information on the amount of industrial R&D 
investment that has an enviromneptaJ component, where these investments · 
are being made, and how these investments are changin/i (iri response to li'iar-. 
kets and policies), only a limited understanding of the effectiveness offuture 
public policies can be gleaned. 

\: 

Leading Companies Invest in Environmental Technologies to Improve the 
Resource Efficiency of Their Products and Manufacturing Processes Because 
It Is Cost-Effective to Do So. Our sense is that many Improvement oppor
tunities still exist. These opportunities may involve either organizational or 
technology Innovations. The companies are also actively tracking global trends 
in resource scarcity, environmental regqlations, voluntary product standards, 
and customer environmental priorities and needs,so they can respond rapidly 
to emerging markets. Because much of this. research deals .w$ proprietary 
knowledge about products and processes, extensive collaborationls le~s likely . 
than it is for other technology areas. · · 

Companies Rely on a Rich Science and Technology Bas.e ff)r Environmental 
Technology Innovations. All ofthe companies relied on universities Jor new . 
knowledge and to provide a ttained.workforce., They also ,used sm.a.Iler .. , 
technology-based compan,i,~sf9t.n.i~~e ca!),l\!>H!ties t~.complem.~llt In-house 
research. Both of these institutions are espeqallyjmportant ff)r,ra~ical chang~ , ,,, . · 
because they provide knowledge arid capabilities ·outside the areas traditionally.~· ,., · 
emphasized within a firm. . . 

:)(ll'.J ::\>~\iJ'fl."'l·! !•I_,Jf,: f, 

All the companies Had Expe'fiehce Wrth' a:h iiili.ovatior\: Tb.at'tej:l tp J\dd,itif.lnal 
Innovations. For some, these were new applications of the technology: in oth-

~- / ,, 

/ 

! 
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ers, they were refinements to existing features. In each case, the experience led 
to additional environmental improvements. For completely new technologies, 
experience helped the companies address changing market and customer 
needs, which often develop at the same time as the technology. 

On Policies to Enhance Environmental Technology Investments 

The Companies Look to the Government for Better Information and Leader
ship About Environmental Priorities. Innovation and diffusion, especially 
radical innovation, can take a long time-decades or more. However, deter
mining the right time to invest .involves predictions about markets, tech
nologies, sociopolitical conditions, and regulations. Being wrong can be costly. 
But clear signals and leadership from the government can reduce some of this 
uncertainty. Right now the strongest signals to th~se firms regarding global, 
national, and local environmental priorities are regulations and customer 
preferences. More information and data-on the full cost of materialq and 
energy use, energy and material fl.ows, chemical toxicity, etc.-will ensure that 
informed decisions are made. Better information on what is an environ
mentally preferable or sustainable product gives industry and its customers the 
opportunity to make better choices and will stimulate more investment. 

Environmental Regulations Have Clearly Influenced the Firms. The Toxic 
Release Inventory may have stimulated these companies to look at emissions as 
opportunities to save money; the time and expense of gaining environmental 
permits is causing some to practice pollution prevention; and emissions con
trols, hazardous waste management, and other regulations are stimulating 
them to rethink their own and tl1eir customers' material and ene1·gy flows. 
Environmental regulations can create markets for environmental technologies 
by changing the cost structure of emissions. s However, tt.e extent to which 
regulations and not other management practices, such as total quality man
agement, ISO 14000, or supplier management, influence environmental B.&D 
investments Is unclear from the information collected in these interviews. 

6Environmental regulations have had negative nnd positive effects on innqvation.. The literatu~e 
discusses how environmental regulations can add another element 6f uncertainty to investnumt 
decisions and limit long~ term inriOvatiOn because of uncertainty regardJng the fort!l of,fua rf'gu
lation, its enforcement, the administrative ~urdens.Qf verifying performam:.e .ane\ JJlOdifying per~ 
mits, market segmentation· resulting from diflering standards, and the liabilities ass·ociated with 
potential performance failure. Some of these aspects of the regulatory process reduce the bel1efits. 
to technology providers of investing in new technologies, and some are disincentives for regulated 
companies to be the first adopter. of new compliance tech.nology, ' .Tt.e.)tV~rsion -~o ·being f!t:st 
adopter of new compliance technplogy was expressec,t in our interview~. !)S well .. I~ contr~~t, as 
companies link environmental issues to corpOrate Strategy, competitiv~11d\raittage Will erfco'Urage 
some companies to be an earlyadopte1 ofnewtechn·Jlogy. 
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Well-Managed and Scientifically Rigorous Environmental Regulatory Prac
tices Are an Important Policy Tool. They can be used to negotiate the risk and 
uncertainty associated with new environmental technologies and thereby 
speed their diffusion. From the companies' point of view, public confidence in 
the regulatory process is as important as the scientific practices employed 
because it improves public acceptance of new technologies and new 
approaches. 

Strong Intellectual Property Rights May Not Necessarily Be Appropriate for 
Environmental Technologies. The case-study companie& would like to see the 
federal government work internadonally ·to ensure global enforcement of 
patent laws to protect intellectual property. However, other considerations 
need to be balanced with that enforcement. Because environmental tech
nologies have a large public-good aspect, rapid diffusion is desired to more 
quickly realize the environmental benefits of the new technology. Diffusion 
may also spur additional innovations, leading to new environmental and cost 
benefits. While strong intellectual property rights create incentives for com' · 
panies to invest in· R&D to generate new technologies, at some point strong 
property rights could slow diffusion by limiting access to a: new environmental 
technology or by raising its price. (Widespread use. of licensing can mitigate 
this problem.) As a result, new systems for protecting intellectual property 
must balance these somewhat competing issues. 

Effective Federal Policies to Promote Environmental Technologies Will 
Require Multiple Policy Tools. Government efforts cannot simply rely on a 
single tool, such as environmental regulation>. While regulations are impor·- ' 
tant, the landscape of enviromi1ental technology R&D is complex, and no single. 
tool will sufficiently foster the full range of environmental technology R&D 
investments. Federal investments in science improve the knowledge base for 
environmental priority-setting and stakeholder processes will help create con
sensus. Support for university-based research may foster dramatically new 
technological options as Well as train the next generation of researchers an.d 
engineers that industry will rely on. Raising consumer awareness will in ere as.~ 
demand for products that have improved environmental performance and help 
with environmental priority-setting. Public-private partnerships may help 
leverage funds to address common technology issues or maybe effective means 
to build consensus among stakeholders. These poHcies a.ddressdifferent eJe .. 
ments of the innovation process, ali of which are i1Upottant to new technology 
development and deployment. · 

., :, 

The remainder of this sumrr.aryela!Jor;;tes on me information "ahwd through 
our !nterviews with the fotir c.oll':pan.ies .. lt p~ovides more d,eta.il on the lesson~ 
drawn from our discussion, and it presents the companies' views of what ·they 
would like to see in terms of government environmental technology policy. 
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CROSS·CUTIING LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE CASE STUDIES 

The first question that this study addresses Is how research-intensive com
panies are rethinking investments in environmental technologies. Specifically, 
we examined where these companies are likely to invest, where they will not 
invest, and where opportunities for public-private partnerships are. 

Where the Companies Are Likely to Invest 

The four case-study companies are !)lOSt likely i:o invest in technologies that 
Increase product and process resource efficiency, create more environmentally 
benign products, improve manufacturing yield or reduce emissions, and meet 
customer product requirements. They recognize that environmental issues 
touch a majority of their R&D investments, although they are not generally the 
primary reason for the· investment. The innovation process they describe 
emphasizes the "demand pull" of technology to meet customer needs, com
munity concerns, market trends, regulations, or their corporate environmental 
goals. All the companies interviewed are actively monitoring trends in envi· 
ronmental regulatory policy, customer preferences, customer needs, and 
resource constraints to detennin.e technology investments. 

Because environmental goals are only one of many corporate objectives that 
influence the R&D portfolio, leading companies integrate these issues into cor
porate strategic planning to improve their visibility and to increase the under
standing of decisionmaker& throughout the corporation on how environmental 
issues influence corporate profits. They are actively seeking opportunities 
through which addressing environmental concerns makes good business sense. 
(Not surprisingly, the technologies that more readily attract R&D investment 
also relate to other corporate objectives of profitability, cost reduction, and 
market access.) In many casea, greater integration and cooperation on envi
ronmental issues among manufacturers and their suppliers, distributors, and 
customers is occurring. Because of the anticipatory nature of strategy, a key 
question for companies becomes timing-or when to invest. (See text boxes for 
insights into how the four case-study companies approach environmental 
technology.) 

Where the Companies Are Unlikelyto Invest 

Industries expressed less interest in remediation, monitoting, and control tech
nologies. While often necessar; to meet regulatory requir:3nents; contrul· and 
remediation technologies are less likely to meet other corpOrate 'c•lljecti\;es. ~lld ' 
as such are generally not cost-effective inveetmeats. As a r"sult, the ,ease-study 
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companies sought to limit the amc;mnt invested in these technologies and 
invested only when necessary to comply with regulations (and if outside 
sources were not available). The companies hoped that the pollution
prevention orientation of the technologies of inte~est (such as yield improve
ment technologies and emissions reduction technologies) would to some extent 
lessen future requirements for remediation and control technologies. 

The Role of Public-Private Partnerships 

All four case-study companies were involved with public-private research part
nerships, and most wanted them to continue. However, the companies' views 
were mixed regarding priorities for the focus of research partnerships. Some 
felt that such partnerships were appropriate for remediation and end-of-pipe 
pollution control technologies, because these are more readily generic or pre
competitive technologies.7 For others, remediation and control technologies 
were no longer a priority. These firms were interested in collaborating on 
recycling and remanufacturing, yield improvement, energy e~fidency, or emis
sions reduction technologies. Two companies specifically mentioned that the 
activities of public-private partnerships were used for noncritical technology . 
enhancements or alternative technological approaches, This suggests that tar
geted public-private partnerships can be useful to industry if used judiciously. 

CASE-STUDY COMPANIES' RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
GOVERNMENT 

The case-study firms see clear roles for the federal government in environ
mental technology R&D, and they offered a number of recommendations. 
Before discussing these in detail, we mention two caveats. First, the industrial 
sector is much more diverse than the sample represented by the companies 
involved in this study, which are not necessarily generalizable to the entire 
industrial sector. Second, these recommendations for federal policy reflectthe 
perspective of a subset of only one stakeholder-1ndustry-and, as such, may 
not be appropriate for federal action when all stakeholder interests are taken 
into account. Nevertheless, the case-study companies' recommendations 
provide insight into the preferences. of an important scakeholder in 
environmental technology policy; · 

7 Antitrust legislation prohibits firms from engaging in colJaborative research on competitive tech· 
nologies. · , ' , , · 

---------·-------·-----·-·~ .. ~-"·--~~----
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Recommendations Common to Several Companies 

Several themes-provide leadership, invest in ~cience and technology, develop 
markets, and protect intei'lectual property-came up repeatedly ia our 
discussions. 

Provide Leadership. All the companies interviewed wanted the federal gov" 
ernment to provide leadership on national environmental technology priorities. 
Improved information based o.n scientific knowledge will aid the companies' 
decisionmaking. As companies go beyond compliance, because of cost savings 
or developing markets, they will face decisions about product features and 
content, technological options, and emissions trades, among others.• Federal 
leadership on national environmental priorities, operationalizing sustainability 
and systems thinking, consensus:building using science, and data collection 

Brhe authors wish to note that nOt-all fir~s-:will chaos~ to ~aVe beyond the requirements estab-
1ished by environmental regulations. Just how widespread this behavior may be is beyond the 
scope of this study. Other authors discuss the various strategies firms may take toward environ
mental issues ranging from noncompliance to leadership. For example, see Roome (1994) and 
Chatterji (i993). 
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can improve industrial environmental decisionmaking and encourage the req-
uisite R&D investments. . , 

Invest in Science and Technology. The companies overwhelrningly felt that' 
continued support for a strong science and technology base was an important 
role for the federal government. All the companies have ties. to academia, an.d it 
is clear that access to university" based research helps the companies with their 
research agendas by either augmenting internal research or gaining. unique 
expertise that did not exist within the company. They also looked to the uni
versities to provide a scientifically trained workforce. Public education was also 
considered important to facilitating acceptance of new technology and envi
ronmentally preferable products as well as to helping equip local communities 
to establish environmental goals and priorities. A few were interested in sup
port for the national laboratories for specialized skills or fa~ilities. Scientific 
and technology areas mentioned include biotechnology, chemistry based on 
biological analogies, Information technology; nanotechnology, energyc · 
efficiency technologies, and development of sustainable products! · · 

Develop Markets. Because the comparues' first priority is to meet custome~ re
quirements, policies that create "market pull" are a straightforward way to draw 

:.-· :; .. ·-- : .. 
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environmental investment. A couple of idzas suggested creating markets for 
environmental products to attract additional investment were affirmative pro
curement and labeling environmentally benign products and processes. 

Protect Intellectual Property Right!. As industry substitutes infotmation for 
tangible resources, the protection of intellectual property carries even greater 
importance to companies investing in R&D. Industry looks to government to he 
aggressive in defending U.S. intellectual property in the global marketplace. 
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Other Recommendations 

The following recommendations either were mentioned by only one company 
or received less emphasis during the interviews. These include improving regu
latory policy to allow regional approaches and priority-setting, incorporating 
performance-based criteria across all media (air, land, and water), and encour
aging pollution prevention. Other suggestions included increasing funding to 
regulatory agencies (EPA, FDA, USDA) to attract and maintain high-quality 
staff, to ensure public confidence in the regulatory process, and to bring new 
scientific discoveries into the regulatory process9; developing environmental 
and technology policies that help companies operate in a global economy; 
using federal investments to develop improved monitoring technologies and 
measurement standards; and funding science and technology for sustainable 
products, such as economically viable ways to collect, sort, clean, and disas
semble materials at the molecular level to be able to make recycled material. 

These recommendations represent the preferences of four innovative com
panies. Federal policymakers must balance these preferences with the needs of 
other industrial members, other stakeholders, and the cost-effectiveness of 
various policy tools. While markets, customer preferences, and profits are. the 
preeminent drivers of investinent, these suggestions by the case-study com
panies illustrate how government has had, and can have, an Important role in 
fostering environmental technology investments. lfwe are to sustain economic 
and population growth without further jeopardizing human and environmental 
health, technology innovation may help achieve the orders of magnitude 
improvement needed. Sustrunability is clearly an idea that industry leaders are 
wrestling with. Jack Krol (1997), former DuPont CEQ outlined three challenges 
for the chemical industry. These challenges are value creation, technology, and 
sustainability. These challenges transcend the chemical industry. They are 
challenges for all industry, all government, and every citizen. 

9Note that there may be ways to achieve these goals other than by increaSing funding to these 
agencies, such as reallocating the distribution. 

. i 
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